
Chitlang, Kulekhani,
and Markhu 2-Day Tour



Overview

Chitlang is a small village located in the Makwanpur district of Nepal,

about 27 km from Kathmandu. It is a beautiful and peaceful destination

that offers a perfect getaway from the bustling city life. Chitlang is a

great destination for those looking for a peaceful and authentic Nepali

experience.

Explore the Chitlang village surrounded by greenery from all sides

along with Kulekhani Dam and Markhu. Experience a getaway from

bustling city life and enjoy sightseeing and meeting the locals. 



Outline Itinerary ( 2 Days )
Day 1 : Drive to Chitlang from Kathmandu

Chitlang is 2 hours' drive from Kathmandu. The visitors will be

transported to the resort once they arrive in Chitlang. At the hotel, they

will have some time to relax and refresh. Visitors can also venture

outside to do some sightseeing in the village and surrounding areas.

Campfire and music will be organized for entertainment.

Max Altitude Chitlang (1,833 m) 

Duration Drive- 2 hrs 

Overnight Overnight stay at the Chitlang Resort 

Meal Dinner included 

Day 2 : Chitlang Sightseeing and Drive To 
Kathmandu

On the second day of the excursion, breakfast will be provided for the

visitors. Travelers are taken to the goat cheese factory, Saat Dhara,

Rana Durbar, Ashok Chaitya, and Pear Garden after breakfast. Drive

to Markhu after lunch at the resort. Kulekhani boating and departure for

Kathmandu. 

Max Altitude Kathmandu (1,400 m) 

Meal Breakfast included 



Include / Exclude 

Hotel pickup and drop-off

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Campfire and Music

Accommodation at Chitlang

Village Walk

Boating in Kulekhani

Private Transportation

Tour Guide

Anything not mentioned in the inclusion list
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